Integral Valve Cylinder Packages
Introduction of BOC’s New Alternative Valves
In 2000, BOC introduced the integral valve cylinder package, which allowed our cylinders to be used
without fitting a separate regulator or requiring a valve-key to administer gas. Twenty years on, we
are introducing two new valves as part of our integral valve cylinder packages to be supplied
alongside the existing valves that have served the healthcare sector so well. In Ireland, this
introduction primarily affects the appearance of the 101-CD medical oxygen cylinder as new
quantities of these have been bought for the Irish market.
Note: we are not changing the cylinders that go with these valves or their gas capacity. The new valve
looks very similar to the existing one and they operate in exactly the same manner. This means endusers don’t have different controls to remember.
Why have we introduced new valves?
The principles of the design used when our original integral valve was introduced have not changed.
However, methods of manufacture and materials available have improved. Although there is nothing
wrong with the existing valve design, all cylinder valves have a finite life and we believe that now is
the time to introduce the new valves to operate alongside the original.
What differences will you see?
The pictures below show how similar the valves are and there is absolutely no change to how the
cylinder is used – cylinder operation remains exactly the same. Our Instructions-for-Use is being
updated to provide pictures of the different controls.
Valve Handwheel
The valve handwheel is identical and operates in exactly the same fashion:

Flow Selector
As below, the handwheel operates exactly the same & the flows available are exactly the same (0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 & 15 litres minute). The only difference is that, instead of the flow being visible
in a window (as in current cylinders on the left below), the new variant indicates the selected flow via
a black arrow – please see below:

Pressure Outlet
The pressure outlets are in the same location with exact same functionality and method-of-use

Live contents gauge
The contents gauge are in the exact same location with same function. The new variant provides
more discrete measurements to indicate ¾, ½ & ¼ full as shown below.

Outlet cover
This is exactly the same

